
CART3OHTDRAJ=1WIT CONTACT REPORT

22 July 19%

Date, Time, and Place of Meetings 21 JulY 195, 1900-221$, CARBOHYDRATEt s apt.

Prevents a. CARBOHTDRATE b. CI

1. After the usual amenities * the esting opened with& REIME report

by CARBOHYDRATE on the present status of the KAISER cases

a. The case cams up on 21 July before the Berlin court. Tersin

appeared for K. as planned and moved that proceedings be postpone&

Court awe agreed that If would not have to appear before thOberlin

court. Tersin discussed the possibility of dismissing the whois

ease for trivialitk. The menkba Ass l t District Attorney (Mueller)

stated at first that this would be impossible, but agreed later that

the possibility might be discussed. Mellor felt it would depend upal the woe
results of

/the mailnation of K. This change of opinion on the prosecution's part

was due to two things: (1) the CUR= statement tothe effect that

E. had Oxeye been politically reliable while with CADROIT, but had ally

acted in imsature manner under •concedo pressures, which Tersin'prfsseed

to the court, (2) the favorable reaction of the judge to the statement
lower level bureaucrats

(remarks ty the judge thatbredrimmulasmoiskihmakimmormini
losimmaira sometimes get too excited tfl minor matters such as KU

letter, etc). Tersin et all now think dismissal mild be secured. Tm)

things would be roquireds

a. Discussion between Urdu and K. to cosh latter re testimony

he should give. As noted earlier, E. will have appear before the

Offenbach court, but not the Berlin court. The case file is now in

process of being sent to Offenbach and F. will receive • summons to

appear.

b. GARBO, as CAM= representative,shosid *enure tram the chief

of the Bosialihmt a statement similar to that already given by olmarr.

nit/vino drain the wrol affair.
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dispatch

Action to betaken re K. cases AARVARD will be informedCreeent events

including upcoming summons on K. to appear in Offenbach court and-Oitrief

one or two day trip to Berlin and return hy Kaiser will be arranged aa

that ;grain can coach him thoroughly prior to testimony.

2. After C: =Drequested a number of name tracee and returned tie

RUC= file, the rest of the evening was spent in morekenerel discuasion

of 2111101111Daili overall GADROIT security problems. Points discussed

includeds

11/01100111/1111

review of the manner in which the registry is maintained, as veil

asibe 111 true names. The registry is contained in two rooms (Nos. 1$ and

16) which are connected. Each roam has one main door. Each of these

doors has tee lasisepa good quality locks. (1n addition, there is

a connecting door between roma 16 and lit in reality this is a double

door. One of the doors has a top to bottom bar lock, end the other

has a good quality pin tumbler). Thus two keys are needed to enter

the registry. Freu von Rosenberg has one set with her at all times.4fis

fass Another act is kept in Renardl a sage, where he and FA. Perster

have access to them.

All files are kept in the Registry (but not all cards and card files-
five

the latter are discussed later). There arehdoia kinds of film

(1) . Mitarbeiter files. These contain no true MA names, but are

carried in covernams. Good leads to the true identity of

MA can be learned frms the file, however.

(2) General files. These are subject files ('Prisons", "Hospitals",

etc). low sensitivity, gaus.1.17.

(3) Personnel files on all staffers. These are kept in a safe in

the registry.
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(I&) Correspondence files (Sohriftverkehrsakten). Low sensitivity,

generally.

Beurteilungs filem...re all cases where CAM= has given
residing in SBZ either now or formerly

an opinion on a perecn4 either good or had.

All alb are kept loose in the registry in the sense that a person

in the room can 67111 SCOOS3 to the file. The personnel files are

an exception to this rule.

The falowing persons work in the registry, and no others*

Frenvon Rosenberg (Chief of 4egiste7)
Fri. Friedrich (Au l t to Chief)
Frau Adler (works half days in registry and half days for one of

the Referenten)

Frl. Stainicke (Telefon Armittbang, getting files for staffers, Giber
registry work)

Also in the registry are three kinds of card files geared to files imit

kept by CAD	 (do not confuse with card files geared top:mons, which

are discussed below). The three area

A small subject card file (Akten Seobillarbsi) for the

 general and "Semnelaktenn . You approach tholes card file with

the subject ("prison s , etc) and a card gives you the number

he apnroptiate ram subject file.Card file kept in wooden
boxes.	 -

(a) General name file (Allgemeine Aktan !Cartel). This is a large,
true	 -

/file which you approach with aineme. Ike file includes

all names mentioned in correspondence, all names re mhos

CADROTT has given an opinion. The card tile gives you the

numberir of the files contging the mons you are interested in.
uded

This card file is the chief instrument/ft name traces run

with CADROTT. rept in steel cabinet, F .1. Steinioks he. key.

(3) Mitarbeiter card file(MA Akten rand). Only cOvernames are

included here. The cards give the weber of the MA file.

(1)



Mk card file is kept in a steel cabinet; Fr).. Steinicke has key.

Apart from card files geared to files, there are Om card films 

seared to persons. They aret

(1)B Kartei (B for "Belastende") which contain the true names of

all persons re whoa CAD= has received demi info. This card

file is kept in room lo. 17 in the registry.

(2)Beurteilingskartei. Containsmemes of all. persons re ehme

CADRO1T has given an opinion. Kept in room No. 17 in registry.

(3) Besucharkartei. Contains names of all visitors to CADROIT,

including some MA names (which are buriedgenothing distinguishes

them as.:MA). Maintained ter Hsynen and Schmidt and kept in mom

No. 4, atom in the steel cabinets, each of which has.

2 keys. 024 /*nem, Schmidt, and Sobadow (who works with

Heynen part time) can see the Besucherkartei. The locatice

LS a security problem; it is now located near a glass wall

which could be broken. into as part of raid, etc. A metal

Jalousie would be expansive and impractical due to 	 of the

wall. The only solution seems to be to move the card file

to the registry (which will disrupt Heynen l s work to dome degree,

perhaps). ILDELL is familiar with the xx-obles.

(4) Mitarbeiter card file, giving-covername and true name end no more

This is the most sensitive ills of all, of course. Kept in

Room No. 14 in a steel cabinet. Only Frau vce Ro. works in

this room. The room has only one door (heavy, steel bound, *to).

Two key' are required to open the door (one bar look, one god

pin and tumbler). Two seta exist. Frau von No. has one set

with her at all times. Another set is hidden in WNWs room

as earlier described. Only Liimaao von No,, and CARE) know



where the second set is hidden. Fr au von $o. can give her set

to Frl. %rater on occasion, hoWever. Opos inside room 14,

a key is needed to Open the steel cabinet before access totbe

cards can be gained. Fret von. Re has one key W. her at all

times. Another is hidden in room No. 14. GARBO assures that it

is well hidden, could not be found easily by a person even if

the latter knew such s key hid been hidden in themes. only

Frew won Re, tArELL, and WPM CARE' know where the key is

hidden in room 14.
maintenance had been gam

3. The above review of registry and Mei;	
Into

isele1.ersome4 eemide1= due to some changes since last review and, primarily,

as background to the question, "what could a secretary who was really an

SFS Spits*/ learn*? Such a penetration could learn the names of a number of

Mitarbeiter. this is unavoidable, although the risk taken is einimised by

the systems for file and card file maintanence describedabove. An SPS

secretory could learn MA identities in three general wyst

a. She could learn the names of newly won MA. The seoretariesorith

a few exceptions, work in the same romewith the liefeTenten for whoa the(

mork. They hoer the oonvereatione between the Referent= and Abm visitor!.

Ann a Referent suggests to a new visitor that he return to CADROIT at

some Tuture time, this could be noted. Ahem he do= return and agrees to

become a Mk, this could be duly noted. Row does the secretary get the true.

name! Each visitor receives a slip trims *pan (initial screening of

visitors) containigg true name, sr= haidence area-bet not address,

control number a-19, etc), and occupation. lben the visitor CMOs to

the staffers office and the staffer is temporarily out of the office,

the slip is merely put on the staffers desk. lhe secretary oan easily mote:

the name, area, and occupation. Most staffers cc= totrust their;ecretaries

after a period of time. CARE' estimates that a secretary could in the cows.



of time learn approx. 20 WA identities in this manner. This was the

method followed Oat* a bit by Schramm (when paper was handled much more

loosely, howeverl iand when true names were used on all reports, eta) who

ammeemesum neverihad access to the registry, so Dar is could be determined.

CARSO emphaaisestithat the situation could not be much changed without

radically changig the CADS= modus operandi and without disrupting
ejthe staffere t s ,Onrk to a eonsiderable degree.

b. An S g ;seoretary could get valuable.Imads to MA identities from

the	 files., ihese ham kept in imimmmemo coverneee, but analysis of

their oontentsivill often give a good picture of the occupation, city,

!Motor'', b‘illiinginuare MA works, etc. Secretaries can get IS ales

from tharaglstry by asking. Conceivabl y a secretary could keep a

tila far* //Mak ormOre, ammx and could remove the file to her hasi or

elsewiler4 4Or study, reproduction, eta. The danger to her would be that

thafile 'old be requested in the meantime btanother, and a search for

the	 fOl4 be bogus.

, c./ AnkSPS secretary would have access to reports made by the MA

coritx4hing . dorog info an SSD-minded acquaintances koala to blew Analysis

would give **silent info re the position, location, job, eta. of the

;VA

/1 Aensrelly, CARD) concluded that in the course of time, most secretaries

become familiar with the true identities of the MA handled by the staffers

v for whom they work, but that little could be done to change this situathen

without impairing morale of secretaries (by treating them as "unclean")

and generalarinjecting ammmonmca an .atmosphere of suspicion he into

the organization which is inconsistent with its good workings.

I. Also discussed was the extent to which the MA have connections to

other organizations (party Ostbuerce, etc) .and the extent to villa this has



security implications for CADROTf. CARBO stated that it is really impossible

to guy how many of the CUR= MA hose such connecticosi no one really

knows. GARBO estimated the percentage as approx. 10% of theta. (This is the
touched upon

same figure whichICARBO gave as sn estimate when this matter wanetiimmemoni

earlier). c jnoted the requirement that all 1111 sign a statement to the

erect thet they have no connection with other orgs. and made the paint that
acne
"Them of the arrest reports he had seen had cited such a signed statement.

After the requited notation whether mem such a statement had been secured

or not had be added to arrest morts, the notation had alums been to the

effect that:tha statement had not been secured. CARBO noted that this requirement

remains oily a paper requirement with CADROTf, since the liefereaten just newer

get sroUnd.to discussing the statement with their MA. Olatilkddwa Roam, for

exempla, lit so busy with the technical aspects of his wari(engineering, asuriaosig

ecagOamia, eta) that he never gets around to the question of cross-fertilisation

.yie-iplis other groups. GARBO made a good suggestionthe would use the searetarias

'davit tilt:statements. Each time a Mk visited and the Siclout gets the MAfile

the staffer, she could insert a copy of the required statement which

eiaffer could then diadonium discuss with the MA. Apart Irma the statement,

hoover, it seemed desireable to get better inib on setemorbiusal other

connactiOAS than wee presently available. Could not each statur over a wind

of time prepare a brief note for each MI noting either that them wire no

known connections with other orga, or what was known of such ausgetttione

CARBO noted that this would require ouch time for 1400 odd MA, and also

noted that this requirement was really not his business. C7 _Dsuggeeted

that the matter -be diagnosed with 1031.14which_CARBO will do.

8. Alm discussed Rall the extent to which MA ire Oran as such to others.

CARBO stated thit 'oattes where MA are known as such to other MA are very rare.

:There is excellent compartnintation in this sense, generally. In about half



the craseavome one else know:3 that the MA works with CADROIT. The wife

often-knows, although this isier from universal. Many MA state that it is

far better that the eift not know of the 'mom connection. Sometimes a trusted

friend in the locality will know. The more common case, ho sever, according

to CARBOHYDRATE, is the situation where regugees . trma the DDR who are

now in West Germany know of the We connection with CADRON. It is not un-

common that a MA who is co the point of fleeing nest will intreduoe a 21.111111111tha

•replacementw MA to CArROiT. Again, it is difficult V3 give exact info Is ea

these matters, since they have not always been reduced to paper. MIN noted

the possibility of having each Refarendt—over a period of time prepare

a oassItell!tionchart for the MA file.. Again GARBO noted that this sort

of report would be a little out of his field, and [7C3suggested discussicn

of the idea With UDELL. CARBO will do.

9: In team:U.:m .1Mb the extent of cross. ,rtilleaticn with other

OrganizatiOns among the Taxa MA, GARBO had noted that many of the registered

MI are.* so active as the "hard corea which maintains regular contact. .

Someties4 a registered Mk would cease contact with CADROIT and establish

eeeteeeith another organisation (party Ostbusro, eta). This makes it

'diffieult sometimes to tell whether a neasetaprelkostwasawasuseummeramm

eimOlosses are primarily examples Of cross-fertilisation or whether 'they

eriffexemples of	 are etill registered as MA but who are no

*siker active.421:)suggest the possibility of a basic report which

/would distinguish "hard core" MA from the imemlie relatively inactive Mk.

A line coUld be dreen . in three of who has made contact with CATIT within
(six manthal

a set period of tins/by visit, letter, or otherwise # anditho
4
ltrnot.

CARBO indicated that smite assembling and recording such information would

aseetsienbeamajor effort setwhiCh was somewhat out of his field. 	 •

suggested that the possibility might be discussed with UDELL at some tins.
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10. CARBO is now on leave. The next seating with him ems therefore sit

bro 4 Aug, 1900, at his apt.
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